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Making Scanning a No-Brainer:
Request Your Complimentary asTech Device Today!

Nissan North America and asTech® have partnered for a first-of-its-kind program! Nissan will
provide complimentary asTech scanning devices to our entire certified network*. We are
committed to ensuring our owners receive an exceptional repair experience within our certified
network, and we’re making it easier than ever for our certified shops to deliver that
experience.

Click here to request your complimentary asTech device!

Are you ready to elevate the repair process?

By giving our shops the tools to scan our owners’ vehicles, we also are helping you elevate the
repair process for all of your customers. The asTech device is an interface device that connects
the vehicle to an ASE Master technician with a factory scan tool, allowing you to use one device
to scan and calibrate multiple makes. Additionally, asTech provides you with an invoice for
each scan, helping you get paid for the work you perform.

Why do I need an asTech device?
Starting October 1, 2019, Nissan will require all Nissan and INFINITI Certified Collision Centers
to perform a post-repair scan on all 2008 and newer Nissan and INFINITI vehicles, in
compliance with our Pre- and Post-Repair Scanning and Calibrations position statement. Nissan
North America has validated the OEM scan tool CONSULT and the asTech device connected to
CONSULT for performing scans and calibrations on our vehicles; only scans from these devices
will be deemed in compliance with our new certification requirement.

In October, all Nissan and INFINITI Certified Collision Centers will be required to own a
CONSULT or asTech device and provide the device serial number when requested.

Is the device really complimentary?
Yes! Nissan is providing the tools to help you be in compliance with our upcoming scanning
requirements. Nissan and asTech are covering the cost of the device and sales tax, and you will
be responsible for the shipping costs, which are dependent on the final destination zip code.
Each Certified Collision Center that does not currently own an asTech device is eligible to
receive one device.

Prior to receiving the device, you must agree to certain Nissan program requirements:
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·

Maintain certification for 180 days after receiving the device.

·

Perform 50 diagnostic requests within 120 days after receiving the device. These
requests can be for Nissan or INFINITI vehicles as well as other makes.

·

Share scanning data with Nissan North America. Data will be used to verify program
compliance and will not contain customer PII.

Failure to meet these requirements will result in the certified shop being responsible for full or
partial purchase price of the asTech device. See “Appendix b” in the asTech Purchase and
Service Agreement for full details on the Nissan program.

If I own a CONSULT, do I need to request an asTech device?
No. If you perform post-repair scans on 2008 and newer Nissan and INFINITI vehicles using
the CONSULT, then you do not need to request an asTech device. If you want to have a
scanning solution for multiple OEMs and to provide a better repair experience for all of your
customers regardless of their vehicle make, then you may request an asTech device.

Do I need any other equipment?
For best performance results, asTech recommends that shops connect the asTech device to the
internet with a direct CAT 5 cable for programming of vehicle control modules.

Per OEM repair procedures, all scans and calibrations should be performed when the vehicle is
connected to battery support. If you need battery support equipment, our TECH-MATE Certified
Collision program has multiple options available at special discounted pricing. Our certified
shops are also eligible for Certified Bonus Cash. See our program brochure and order form for
additional details.

*What if I already have an asTech device?
Congratulations on being a leader when it comes to scanning your customers’ vehicles! This
complimentary device program applies only to new asTech devices and does not apply to
devices purchased prior to July 15, 2019. You will receive a notification from asTech asking you
to opt in to data sharing with Nissan, and you will need to comply with our scanning
requirement starting October 1, 2019.

We’re excited to bring this game-changing program to our network to help elevate the repair
experience for all. If you have questions about the program, please email us at
NNACollisionRepairNetwork@nissan-usa.com.

Click here to request your complimentary asTech device!

Regards,
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Nissan Certified Collision Repair Network Administration
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